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Milking the Teat of Life:

: A DIY Adventure with Goats
By Leela Vera Morales
I didn’t know exactly why we
were driving six-and-a-half
hours north on a desert highway. Curiosity? Adventure? My
mother and I had spent the
first week of her visit in Todos
Santos discussing our options
for Baja exploration. There
was touristy Cabo (no, thank
you), whale watching, snorkeling, fishing, yoga, swimming
with dolphins…the list of possible diversions went on and
on, but 95% of the options
were focused on the southern tip of the peninsula. What
were we looking for out here
in the remote wilderness?

A

friend had recommended a little
village in these mountains, saying
we could see how they made goat
cheese and wine, but beyond the
casual tour of a Mexican goat
farm, we didn’t know what to expect. We’d made
no phone calls or reservations; we had no maps.
We weren’t even sure if the long stretch of dirt
road we were on was the right one. It was a DIY
Adventure: a rental car, directions picked up last

minute from the locals, and a hope and a prayer
that there would be a place for us to stay and
someone to feed us.
We turned off Highway 52 at Francisco Villa. The
landscape quickly changed from endless, rolling
desert track, like Baja’s answer to Kansas, to one
of majestic vistas: towering mesas and narrow
rivers lined with palms trees and reed beds. We
drove slowly along the steep, winding road that
lead into the hidden oasis, gasping at the beauty.
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An hour later, bouncing along the 300-year old
cobble stone road, I realized I’d driven right by
the hotel – the only hotel in the area. “Blink and
you’ll miss it,” I said to my mother. We turned
around at the Mission of San José de Comondú
and headed back past dense stands of date
palms and into San Miguel de Comondú. Picking
our way through construction (the town was installing a new water line), we found the entrance
to Hacienda Don Mario and checked in to one of
the rooms at the three-room hotel.

“No worries, Mum,” I consoled her. “There’s a Mexican solution to these kinds of problems.”
“Oh? What’s that?” she asked.
“Drink a beer and wait.”
One caguamón (a 1.2 liter bottle of cerveza) later,
and Victor arrived on the scene, ready to take us
exploring.
It was late afternoon and there wasn’t enough
time to see either the goats or the grapes. Instead, twenty-one year old Victor and his hermanito, Juan, drove us in their family pickup to a
river just outside of town, where mum and I paddled about in an inflatable raft listening to the
calls of American Coots, cormorants, and frogs.
The reeds and desert rocks glowed golden and
red in the afternoon light. We breathed virgin
air, floating in that bubble of timeless peace that
forms where water, sunset, and the soft buzz of
alcohol merge.

“Hay un guía aqui?” I asked Amalia Diaz, the
owner. We were looking for a guide to show us
around the ranches.
“Sí, pero no está aquí ahorita,” she responded. It
seemed the local guide had gone hiking and no
one knew when he’d return.
“Oh no,” my mum sighed. “We’ve come all this
way and there’s no guide!”
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The following morning was Goat Time. We
hopped out of bed before dawn to meet our
guides for a tour of the farm. Victor’s uncle had
already begun milking by the time we arrived.
Forty goats milled about in the large pen, mewing softly, waiting to be relieved of the pressure
in their bulging udders.

at milking.
“Por supuesto,” said Juan.
I slid through the gate and squatted besides
Juan. He told me to squeeze from the top of the
teat down to guide the milk out. I squeezed. The
mama’s nipple went wriggling this way and that

“Puedo probarlo?” I asked, wanting to have a go
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in my fingers, squirting a tiny stream of milk all
over my arm. Juan giggled, then explained that
it was easier with my left hand. I tried a few more
times, and eventually managed to get a steadier
stream going in the direction I wanted. Kind of.
Sort of. I handed the reigns over to my mother,
who was no more successful than I, and joined
Victor to ply him with questions.
“Todo de este processo es orgánico,” he told me.
In fact, everything cultivated and made in San
Miguel de Comondú is organic: their wine, their
cheese, their dates, and of course, their honey,
which is harvested from wild hives in the surrounding mountain caves.
Victor’s uncle milks the goats every day in a breezy
half an hour (not every goat is milked every day).
The milk is collected in a bucket – in this case,
a bright yellow, reused motor oil bucket – then
poured through a filter to remove any hairs. He
lets the milk cool in a large metal tub for about
forty-five minutes before adding a coagulant – a
mere twenty drops for the entire tub. Once the
coagulant has done its thing (in about thirty minutes or so), the suero (whey) is poured out and
the curds are hung in a cheesecloth to allow the

remaining suero to drain off. Salt is added and
the cheese is put into a wooden mold. A dayand-a-half later and the cheese is ready to sell.
As we wait for the milk to coagulate, Victor tells
me about the life of a goat farmer. Once the
goats have been milked, they’re let out to roam
and graze. At the end of the day, his uncle listens
for their bells, gives a holler, and the herd follows
him home. But it’s not always that easy.
In the rainy months, before the babies are born,
the goats are lead up to a nearby mesa. It’s monstrous in size, treacherously steep, and has only
one access point. There the goats are left to
graze while their babies stew in their wombs.
Occasionally, a goat is lost – presumably to one
of the mountain lions that live in the area.
“It’s very difficult to make money as a goat farmer,” Victor explains to me in Spanish. “We get
twenty-five to forty-five liters of milk a day…or
sometimes eighty liters in the season. The only
place to sell is the local shop and to store owners
from the nearest city who come to buy it.”
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Considering I later paid about USD $2.50 for a
kilo at the local shop, I doubt a cheese producer
here makes much more than $10-$12 a day.
Juan puts water on for coffee – a once-silver kettle, now blacked from years over an open flame.
We gather under the simple palm-roof hut, stirring Nescafe into our mugs. I ask Juan if we can
have fresh goat milk with our coffee.
“Sí, claro!” he says, taking our cups out to the
field. I skip behind like a little girl. I can’t believe
I’m about to have milk straight from the teat in
my morning coffee!!
Juan deftly squeezes the goat’s udder and the
milk goes spraying into my mug: a fresh, steaming hot, unadulterated goat milk cappuccino. It
even has a bit of foam on the top. I raise the cup
to my lips, expecting a goaty, buttery taste. But,
no! It’s absolutely delicious!
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“Mmmm! Ricisimo!” I exclaim. “And a vast improvement to Nescafe’s instant coffee,” I mutter
to my mother.

house made of wood and palm thatch. An outhouse sits in the back corner; the horse and pig
are tied to nearby trees. Two dogs, two cats, and
several chickens run about happily. Materialistically speaking, it’s an extremely poor and simple life. It’s not an easy one, I’m sure, although in
many ways it’s far more appealing to me than one
that requires a one-hour daily commute in traffic,
credit card and student loan debts, a mortgage,
and all the madness of modern, urban living.

Victor hands us each a piece of cheese: it’s
mild, and only slightly goaty – not quite like the
creamy French version I adore, but its freshness,
and the story that I’m living and breathing in this
moment, makes it all the richer.
I look around me. Victor’s uncle lives in three-side
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The narrow branches of the mesquite tree shatter
the morning light into a hundred rays. I breathe
in the scent of farm dirt, goat hair, manure, and
morning mist – an odor that’s as calming to me
as lavender is to an aromatherapist (though,
probably not as marketable). A mama goat butts
up against me for the umpteenth time, wanting
to be pet. I realize now what we’d come here to

experience: fresh air, pure food, a life in synch
with nature’s rhythms, community. Our DIY Adventure had gifted us not only with a taste of real
Mexico, but with a reminder of what we really
needed to do on this trip and in our day-to-day:
slow down, breathe, enjoy. Everything else is just
fringe on the handbag of life.
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